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1 Introduction

Spurred by the increasing complexity of integrated circuits, many CAD tools have been developed to provide help in successive phases of IC design. These tools span the various levels of VLSI design, including architecture, system, logic, circuit, device, and process levels [1]. This design hierarchy is shown in Figure 1. Design in several of these domains can be accomplished on “integrated workstations,” where tools for specification, capture, and synthesis are accompanied by verification, simulation, and analysis programs [2].

![VLSI design hierarchy and functional design aids.](image)

Figure 1: VLSI design hierarchy and functional design aids.
The functions marked by (X) are included in the MASTIF workstation.

The design of semiconductor devices and fabrication processes, on the other hand, is a task which suffers from the lack of a similar workstation approach. A limited number of tools do provide simulation capability: process simulators such as SUPREM-III [3] and SUPRA [4] have been developed to model aspects of the fabrication process; device simulators such as MINIMOS [5] also exist for the evaluation of MOS and other semiconductor devices. Nevertheless, process and device design has long been the poor cousin in the VLSI computer aided design family; as of yet there are very few integrated systems which provide a full complement of tools (that is, any tools beyond simulation) in the domain of device and process design [6]. This introduction will show that there is a natural evolution of CAD
tools in all areas of VLSI design, and that a parallel evolution of tools for process and device design is to be expected in the future.

This thesis has a twofold purpose. If process and device tools are to evolve in the same way as other VLSI CAD tools, then by analogy the same types of abstract capabilities will be needed. In Section 2 of this thesis, I will examine the requirements and composition of a complete process and device design system. In a sense, Section 2 will serve as a blueprint for the future evolution of process and device design tools.

The second purpose of this thesis is to describe the MASTIF (MIT Analysis and Synthesis Tool for IC Fabrication) workstation. Implemented as part of this research, this workstation meets some of the needs beyond simulation for process and device design. The capabilities of MASTIF are discussed in Section 3, and the implementation of the workstation described in Section 4. Results of this research are summarized in Section 5, and ongoing and future work is presented in Section 6.

A set of MASTIF documentation has been written, part of which is included in this thesis. The MASTIF User's Manual contains more detailed information about the use of the workstation, and is included in here as an appendix. The MASTIF Programmer's Manual contains a detailed description of MASTIF modules and implementation issues and is intended to aid in the future development of MASTIF. Finally, the MASTIF Manager's Manual provides documentation on the installation of MASTIF, as well as a description of common problems.

Evolution of VLSI CAD Tools

The evolution of CAD (Computer-Aided-Design) tools in various domains of VLSI design follows a recurrent pattern. Under the pressures of increasing model size and complexity, simple hand and paper methods grow into sophisticated CAD tools with specification, synthesis, capture, verification, simulation, and analysis aspects, and finally achieve integration with other CAD tools [1].

This evolution is illustrated by the growth of circuit simulation tools. Circuits are generally designed by iterating several design phases. Before CAD, this consisted of a synthesis stage performed with pencil, paper, and much experience, a capture stage of drafting, and a verification-simulation-analysis stage accomplished with breadboards. Once computers became available, network analysis programs, such as ECAP [7] and NET1 [8], were written for the solution of network equations under steady state or transient conditions. As circuit problems increased in size, additional
tools were needed. Schematic capture aids were constructed to relieve burdensome input to simulation programs, as well as to serve as drafting aids. Circuit simulators were developed for analysis at several model levels, including the transistor, timing, and gate levels. Mixed level simulators now provide mechanisms for dealing with very large circuits [9].

Eventually, circuit simulation tools were integrated with logic level tools from higher up the design hierarchy of Figure 1, so that circuits could be synthesized using various methodologies. Interfaces to tools "below" in the hierarchy allow, for instance, generation of circuit schematics from layouts for design verification. More recently, integrated tools such as Edisim [10] provide well developed user interfaces for interactive analysis of circuits. While much research into various circuit simulation issues continues, circuit simulators have become important parts of current commercial Computer-Aided-Engineering (CAE) systems [11].

In addition to the circuit design tools described above, tools in many other phases of VLSI design have evolved from simple programs to highly sophisticated design aids. For the solution of realistic design problems, a complete design environment is required. Large systems have been developed which integrate CAD tools [12], [13], [14] into such an environment. These systems can be extremely costly; more recently, the trend has been toward developing affordable engineering workstations [2], [15]. These workstations have become very highly integrated, user-friendly tools [16], [17], [18].

Device and process design tools have not yet reached the same degree of development. For the most part, design must be accomplished using a variety of process or device simulators, with only limited interfaces between the user and the programs and between various programs [6]. Few systems both integrate these simulation tools and provide tools comparable to those available in other domains [19]. It is expected that the same evolution followed in other domains of design will occur in process and device design as well. In the next section, the functions important for a complete process and device design environment are examined in more detail.
2 Requirements for a Process and Device Design System

As with each of the other IC design phases, an integrated process and device design system is needed to provide aid in specification, synthesis, capture, verification, simulation, and analysis tasks [20]. As shown in Figure 1, these functions are needed in both process and device design; this chapter will examine each of these needs in turn. The function intended by each task is discussed, and analogies to similar functions in other VLSI design domains are used to pinpoint the intended scope of each function. The capabilities demanded of and by such a tool are examined as well.

2.1 Process Specification

During development of any fabrication process, the engineer is striving to satisfy a large number of goals or requirements. These "specifications" for the process may be formal or informal, existing on paper or only in the engineer's head. Process specification, then, is the task of enumerating the various goals, requirements, and constraints on the fabrication process or fabricated structure.

Various specifications may be needed: thicknesses and compositions of layers, characteristics of two-dimensional topological features (the extent of a bird's beak, for instance), sheet resistances of diffusion regions, junction depth requirements, and so on. To date, facilities for formally specifying the process requirements do not exist; no design automation capability that could use such a process specification has yet been developed. Nevertheless, a process specification function, whether formal or informal, will become an important part of a complete design environment.

2.2 Process Synthesis

Process synthesis serves as the bridge between a process specification and a process description. Given a set of specifications, the engineer or CAD tool must generate a working fabrication process that meets those specifications. This process synthesis function may vary greatly in the degree of automation; two such possibilities are considered below.
2.2.1 Automated Synthesis

In VLSI system design, "silicon compilation" is an almost completely automated synthesis function. Likewise, the ultimate goal of a process synthesis function is to create automatically a fabrication process which meets the process and device specifications. Such "automatic" process synthesis is currently impractical; not only are facilities for process specification completely lacking, but the engineering tradeoffs and dependencies in process and device design are often incompletely understood. Considerable work toward understanding process and device design is required before intelligent tools for process synthesis can be built.

2.2.2 Synthesis by the Designer

A more realistic goal is to provide limited tools which will help the engineer synthesize the design himself. One such tool would be an optimization facility, whereby some measure of the design could be optimized as a function of various process parameters. Tools to help the engineer manage the design as it develops can also be considered "synthesis" aids; design documentation and version management facilities are particularly important. Examples of simple "synthesis" tools.

2.3 Process Capture

A means for entering a fabrication process is the process capture function, analogous to schematic capture in circuit design. Process capture requires first of all a "process description," a representation or language for expressing the process [21]. As will be mentioned in section 6.2, representation of the fabrication process in the face of multiple needs (simulation, documentation, fabrication automation) is a difficult problem. Secondly, a tool is required whereby the engineer can interactively and incrementally enter and edit the process description throughout development.

2.4 Process Verification

Process verification will likely take two forms. First, the process description itself will often need to be checked against various sets of rules. The process description syntax can be validated; syntactic rules such as "you must always specify the time and temperature for a furnace step" can be checked. Furthermore, the process description semantics can be checked, analogous to design rule checking in IC layout. Before simulation, one might verify that a valid device structure can in fact result
from the process [22]. Before recipe generation, the process description can be examined to verify that it satisfies laboratory or fabrication area guidelines.

The second form of the process verification function is to check the finished (or intermediate) simulated structure against the initial process specification. Such a capability would be useful both as part of an automated synthesis loop and as a separate utility available to the engineer.

2.5 Process Simulation

The role of a deterministic process simulator is to model the effects of a fabrication sequence on a wafer. By performing successive simulation steps to model the actual sequence of fabrication operations, one, two, or even three dimensional models of a device or wafer structure can be constructed [23]. Thus, SUPREM-III provides material and impurity concentration information for one-dimensional cross-sections, while SAMPLE [24] calculates two-dimensional geometric effects resulting from lithographic, deposition, and etching process steps.

Process simulators typically manipulate or produce a "wafer structure" or "wafer profile"; this profile may represent not only the impurity concentrations and material composition in the silicon and other layers, but may also represent the topological structure at the surface of the wafer. To date, these representations have been peculiar to each simulator. In the absence of a standard profile interchange format, explicit interfaces between various process and device simulators are required.

In addition to the interface between each simulation program, the interface between the engineer and the process simulator must also be considered. Each simulator currently has its own input language for expressing the process. Creation of these input files (particularly when using multiple simulators or simulating several cross sections of the wafer) is a repetitive and error-prone task. Just as inputs to various circuit simulators can be generated from schematic representations, inputs to various process simulators can be constructed automatically from the process description.

Finally, process simulation typically has large computation requirements. In addition to increased speed in simulation programs, other mechanisms are needed to reduce the amount of time spent performing simulations during process development. For example, a multi-level simulation environment would be useful. In the early stage of a design, simple, computationally inexpensive simulations might be sufficient. Later, more complete and complex simulations can be performed for
more accuracy.

2.6 Process Analysis

A simulated profile, of course, is useful only if facilities are available for the examination and evaluation of that profile. Simple analysis capabilities, such as sheet resistance or junction depth calculations, are often built into process simulators. It is proposed that such analysis functions should not be the duty of the process simulator. Instead, a powerful, general tool for the analysis of process and device information is needed [25]. Such a tool will be feasible once a standard profile interchange format has been developed.

2.7 Device Specification

Just as in process design, there is a need to make explicit the goals and requirements in the characteristics (electrical and structural) of a completed semiconductor device. Because process and device design are tightly coupled, it may well prove that the process and device specification functions are best merged together. In either case, a specification capability is required before any substantial progress toward automated process and device synthesis can be made.

2.8 Device Synthesis

The synthesis function can be viewed as the bridge between a high level expression of the device (the device specification) and an actual representation of the device (as might be constructed by the engineer during device capture). In a larger sense, device synthesis is the global purpose of the device or process engineer as well as of the design environment itself. Stated in this fashion, device synthesis is a huge and unwieldy task. As with process synthesis, the engineer would benefit from several small "synthesis" tools as he undertakes the global synthesis task himself.

2.9 Device Capture

The artifact produced by process design is a "process" or sequence of fabrication steps. The artifact produced by device design, on the other hand, is a model of the device itself. It is at the device capture stage that the interface to process design is made explicit. The device consists necessarily of semiconductor structures; representations of these structures are the results of process simulation. A facility
for capturing this device structure is needed. This function should allow either the
direct construction of a device representation, or the "gluing together" of existing
profile representations into a complete device representation. As in process simula-
tion, a standard or uniform way of representing the device structure and information
pertaining to that structure is strongly needed.

2.10 Device Verification

The verification of a device representation might again take several forms. First,
the device representation might be checked before being used in very time con-
suming device simulations. Secondly, the simulated electrical characteristics might
be compared with the device specification to verify that design requirements have
been satisfied. Lastly, comparison of simulated devices with measurements from
fabricated devices would serve to verify both design and fabrication.

2.11 Device Simulation

Device simulators calculate the electrical characteristics of a given device structure
in response to various environmental conditions (i.e., temperature or bias condi-
tions). For example, the threshold voltage of an MOS device or a response to a
specified bias condition may be the measure of "success" of a particular fabrica-
tion process and device. Analogous to process simulation, the role of the device
simulator should be limited to the calculation of these device characteristics.

2.12 Device Analysis

Thorough analysis capabilities are needed in order to evaluate the results of device
simulation. It should not be the duty of the device simulator to provide graphi-
cal output; rather, a general postprocessor can provide for interactive textual and
graphical examination of simulation results. Such an analysis capability can go be-
yond the simple presentation of results; means for data reduction and manipulation
can be provided as well.

The above list of functional needs for process and device design is by no means
exhaustive. An environment providing these capabilities, however, would be ex-
tremely useful in aiding the design of a baseline device or process. Additional
tools to support the realistic design of devices and processes will evolve as they are
needed. For instance, the process and device analysis functions will grow to include
tools for variational or yield analysis; the synthesis function will grow to include
design centering as well as optimization capabilities. The framework outlined in
this section can serve as a guide both to the development of individual process
and device design tools and to the integration of these tools into a complete design
environment.
3 MASTIF Capabilities

A complete design environment for the development of fabrication processes and semiconductor devices will necessitate growth in current CAD technology. Functional capabilities in specification, synthesis, capture, verification, simulation, and analysis must become available in both process and device design environments. The MASTIF workstation is a first generation attempt at providing some of the functions discussed above. In this section, an overview of MASTIF will be followed by a discussion of the workstation’s capabilities. Tools developed as part of this research, as well as tools available elsewhere, have been incorporated into MASTIF; these tools will be described and illustrated in this chapter.

An integrated workstation approach to process and device design has been adopted. The user interacts with a single graphics screen via a tablet and a keyboard; a variety of menus and windows are displayed and available to the user simultaneously. A typical MASTIF screen is shown in Figure 2. Each of the application windows shown in Figure 2 will be discussed in more detail below.

3.1 Process Description Window

A *Process Description Window* provides the engineer with a facility to interactively create and edit a fabrication process (the process capture function). This *Process Description* is independent of any particular process simulator, and is in fact devoid of any simulation directives. That is, the *Process Description* contains only the process as it applies to the entire wafer, rather than a particular simulator or cross sectional “view” of that process. In addition to statements for specifying each process step, the *Process Description* includes constructs for management of various versions and version branches of the *Process Description*. Table 1 lists those statements which are currently part of the MASTIF *Process Description*.

The use of the *Process Description Window* is illustrated in Figure 3. The user enters a process step by typing the name of that step, such as “implant,” followed by parameter names and parameter values, such as “arsenic dose - 1e15 energy - 100”. The syntax for that step is checked immediately to insure that the step has been entered correctly. The process is displayed in “block mode” in the Figure 3(a), where only the the name for each step is shown. This block mode display is useful for an overview of the process, and shows the different versions that the engineer has tried during development. The same process is also displayed in “sentence mode”
Figure 2: MASTIF screen.
The screen as might be seen for an NMOS project with the MASTIF Command Area and Main Menu in the upper right corner, the Cross Section Summary Window in the upper left, and the Process Description Window in the middle left. A MIDAS Window in the lower left shows an electrostatic potential surface plot, and a SUPREM-III Simulation Window appears in the lower right.
(a) Block display mode. Steps which have been translated into Process Simulation Windows are shown in blue, while newly entered steps appear in white. A version branch at the implant step is shown.

(b) Sentence display mode.

Figure 3: MASTIF Process Description Windows.
Table 1: MASTIF Process Description Statements. Statements in SUPREM-III are listed for comparison (note that comparable statements are not always available).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fabrication Statements</th>
<th>MASTIF</th>
<th>SUPREM-III</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Furnace</td>
<td>Diffusion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Deposition</td>
<td>Deposition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Epitaxy</td>
<td>Epitaxy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Etch</td>
<td>Etch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Expose</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Implant</td>
<td>Implant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Initialize</td>
<td>Initialize</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Strip</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design Documentation Statements</th>
<th>MASTIF</th>
<th>SUPREM-III</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Comment</td>
<td>Title</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$See.version</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Version</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

in Figure 3(b), where the whole process step including parameter values is shown.

### 3.2 Cross Section Summary Window

A Cross Section Summary Window captures specific mask settings for each distinct cross section, and thus serves as the connection to VLSI layout information. One-dimensional cross sections are currently handled by MASTIF; the differentiation between two cross sections occurs at the "expose" step, as illustrated in Figure 4. Currently, the user must enter the masking information textually. In the Cross Section Summary Window of Figure 5, we see the mask definitions for the drain and gate cross sections of a simple nmos process. A Process Description and Simulation Window corresponding to this Cross Section Summary Window are shown in Figures 3 and 6, respectively.

### 3.3 Process Simulation Windows

The Process Simulation Windows provide the bridge between existing process simulators and the MASTIF Process Description. Given the overall Process Description and specific cross section masking information, a simulation window for a partic-
(a) The profile structure before the *Process Description* line "Expose name=mask.layer1".

(b) Section 1 corresponds to a Cross Section Summary statement "Mask name=mask.layer1 CLOSED"; Section 2 is denoted by a "Mask name=mask.layer1 OPEN" Cross Section Summary statement.

Figure 4: Defining one-dimensional cross sections.
Figure 5: MASTIF Cross Section Summary Window.
Window shows the process mask settings for each one-dimensional cross section to be simulated.

ular simulator can be created and updated automatically by MASTIF. Currently only SUPREM-III Simulation Windows have been implemented; eventually both one and two dimensional simulators will be available.

From the menus of these windows, the user can direct background simulation of particular steps. The color of each step in the Simulation Window portrays the simulation status of that step. Red indicates an unsimulated step, yellow that the step is currently simulating in the background, and green that a step has successfully completed simulation. The user can evaluate each simulated step independently by examining its simulated structure interactively.

Figure 6 shows the drain section Simulation Window specified in the Cross Section Summary Window of Figure 5. The window contains a valid input file to the SUPREM-III simulator. The file depicted in Process Simulation Windows is produced by the MASTIF translator rather than by the user; consistent translation into multiple cross sections is thereby assured.

3.4 SUPREM-III Plot Window

The Plot Window allows the user to examine the results of a SUPREM-III process simulation graphically (only the results of SUPREM-III simulations can be plotted...
with this window). The user can interactively change plot parameters without performing any resimulation. In Figure 7, a Plot Window corresponding to the last step of the Process Simulation Window of Figure 3 is depicted.

### 3.5 Device Simulation Windows

A MINIMOS Simulation Window has been implemented to create and edit input files to the MINIMOS device simulator. While it is possible to run MINIMOS from this window, we have found that there is not a great need for an interactive interface to the simulator, since runs are typically quite time consuming. If MINIMOS runs are sent to a separate computation server, however, such an interface would prove helpful.

### 3.6 MIDAS Window

The results of device simulation are available for analysis through the MIDAS Window, which consists in large part of a MINIMOS postprocessor. A basic feature of the MIDAS system is that it is an interactive tool capable of textual as well as one- and two-dimensional graphical presentation of MINIMOS simulation information.
Figure 7: SUPREM-III Plot Window
The results of SUPREM-III simulation of an NMOS gate cross section are shown.

3.7 Other Windows

In addition to those described above, a *Browse Window* is available for perusing text files. Through the *MASTIF Specs Window* the user may interactively change the appearance and configuration of the workstation. Additional *Main Menu* functions provide facilities for accessing the underlying operating system, requesting directory listings, saving the state of *MASTIF*, and examining background process status. Applications currently under development are a general purpose scientific plotting window [26] as well as scratch pad and calculator windows.
4 MASTIF Implementation

This section will summarize the current implementation of the MASTIF workstation. The hardware requirements are first examined, and imbedded software is discussed. Secondly, the overall structure of MASTIF is introduced, with attention paid to the storage of information in MASTIF. Finally, the software modules that have been written as part of this research are examined.

4.1 Hardware and Imbedded Software

The MASTIF "workstation" is composed of several hardware and software components. Our implementation of MASTIF runs on a multi-user VAX 11/750 under the VMS operating system. An AED 767 color graphics display terminal with a digitizing tablet and keyboard completes the hardware for the station. The software consists of

- Individual simulation programs available elsewhere, including SUPREM-III and MINIMOS.
- The MFB graphics package [27]; this package was chosen to achieve some degree of device independence. MASTIF has recently been ported to a Tektronix 4125 display terminal with minimum effort.
- General MASTIF support modules.
- MASTIF application window modules.

The general MASTIF support software is discussed in below. Discussion of the application windows are available in the MASTIF Users’s Manual.

4.2 MASTIF Information Storage

An important issue in any CAD tool is the choice of data representation. An overriding concern in the implementation of MASTIF was to make the system compatible with existing process and device simulators. As a first step, the station was to serve as a greatly enhanced simulation environment. It was desirable, therefore, that MASTIF be capable of dealing with the standard input files of SUPREM-III and MINIMOS, as well as the binary output files of these simulators. The resulting plan for information storage in MASTIF is illustrated in Figure 8. First, the
Process Description, Cross Section Summary Window information, and Simulation Window information are all stored as text files. These are human readable, and the SUPREM-III Simulation Window files are readable directly by the SUPREM-III simulator. These text files can be understood by MASTIF using the syntax and parsing subsystem described below. The second type of stored information includes the results of simulations. The profile structures and device characteristics are stored using the binary format of the simulators. MASTIF saves the simulated profile structure after each process step, with the philosophy that the increased level of user interaction during process development justifies the additional file storage.

![Diagram](image.png)

Figure 8: MASTIF information storage. Window information in MASTIF is stored as text files, while simulated profiles are stored in binary format.

4.3 MASTIF Software

MASTIF currently consists of approximately twenty five thousand lines of C and Fortran (or Ratfor) code. A decision was made to keep MASTIF as transportable as possible. Thus, we have chosen conventional languages (C and Fortran or Ratfor), and have attempted to keep MASTIF independent of various software packages. Other than the MFB package and each simulation program, all MASTIF code is free of imbedded software packages, including the window management subsystem.
The rest of this section will examine each of the various modules written to support the MASTIF application windows.

4.4 Window Management Subsystem

This implementation of MASTIF includes a window manager, consisting itself of a Display Manager, a Menu Handler, and an Input/Output Manager.

4.4.1 MASTIF Windows

The "windows" implemented by MASTIF are all under direct control of the single MASTIF program; each window is NOT controlled by an autonomous (computer) process. To conserve screen display space, a simple window icon facility is included. Typical window functions are performed by the window manager, such as automatic refresh.

4.4.2 MASTIF Menus

Menus in MASTIF can be either permanent or pop-up in nature, and may be textual, iconic, or special purpose (such as a color choice menu). A standard set of icons is provided for window scrolling, deletion, and window display switching. Textual menu options can be chosen either by pointing or by keyboard entry.

4.4.3 Input/Output Handler

MASTIF supports the display and input of text and point information. String prompts may be issued, and textual or point inputs accepted from the keyboard or mouse. Point or string inputs can be filtered through the command processor before being issued to calling procedures, allowing one to execute intermediate commands while in the middle of answering questions to another command. For instance, when confronted with a prompt for a file name, the user may request a directory listing before completing his response.

4.5 Syntax and Parsing Subsystem

Most of the user windows discussed above contain information which may be manipulated interactively by the user. A syntax and parsing subsystem provides a way for the MASTIF programmer to use these same facilities in a new application
window. The programmer must write the "syntax" for application input files; once specified, textual input files may be read by MASTIF, displayed and manipulated by window handlers, and rewritten as text files for storage.

4.5.1 Input File Format

Input files that can be read by the MASTIF parsing subsystem are similar in format to that used by many process and device simulation programs. These input files consist of a sequence of statements; each statement begins with a statement name or label. The statement contains named parameters which may be boolean, character, or numeric in nature. The order of parameters within a statement does not matter; often the case of statements is unimportant as well. A statement can be continued on a following line of text; MASTIF assumes '+' to be the continuation character.

4.5.2 Parameter Specification Grammar

A listing of the statements for a particular application makes up an application "syntax." That is, the syntax is a textual specification of the possible statements, as well as the possible parameters for each statement. In addition, the syntax expresses the logical dependencies of these parameters; mandatory, optional, and mutually exclusive parameters or groups of parameters can be specified. MASTIF provides a simple "parameter specification grammar" that the programmer may use to express the syntax for some application. An example of the syntax statement for a SUPREM-III diffusion line is shown in Figure 9(a). Parameters enclosed in "[ ]" are optional, those enclosed in "( )" are mandatory, and a group of parameters separated by the delimiter "|" indicates that one and only one of that parameter group may be specified in the input file.

Once a syntax file has been written, MASTIF can parse input files for that application. An input line corresponding to the syntax of Figure 9(a) is shown in Figure 9(b). The parameter specification grammar used by MASTIF is capable of expressing the syntaxes of several process and device simulators, and can in general handle input files of the form described above. Syntaxes expressed by MASTIF using this grammar include the Process Description, the SUPREM-III input language, the Cross Section Summary, and the MINIMOS input language.
Diffusion

Time=<n> Temperature=<n> [T.Rate=<n:0.0>]

[ (Gas.Concentration=<n> | Solidsolubility)
  (Antimony | Arsenic | Boron | Phosphorus) ]

[ (DryO2 | WetO2 | Nitrogen)
  [Pressure=<n>] [P.Rate=<n>] [HCL%=<n>] ]

[ Dtmin=<n> ] [ Dtmax=<n> ]
[ Dcmin=<n> ] [ Dcmax=<n> ]
[ Errmin=<n> ] [ Errmax=<n> ]

(a) The syntax statement for the SUPREM-III diffusion card [28].

Diffusion  temp=1000 time=30 boron solidsol
dtmin=0.01 dtmax=10.0

(b) The input statement corresponding to the syntax line of (a).

Figure 9: Parameter Specification Syntax.
Structure of syntax statements and input file lines understood by MASTIF.
4.5.3 Interactive Input File Manipulator

The interactive input file manipulator provides a menu for creating and editing input files using the above syntax structures. Incremental syntax checking of lines can be performed. These input files can be displayed in either a full textual mode, or in a simple graphic (block mode) format. A standard form editor for the entry of lines which shows the possible choices and parameter dependencies is currently under construction.

4.6 Subprocess Handling Subsystem

A Background/Subprocess Handling Subsystem manages the executions of SUPREM-III and MINIMOS simulations. In order to maintain modularity and extensibility of the system, we have adopted a methodology for inclusion of simulation tools whereby all simulators are maintained in a stand-alone form. MASTIF generates the input files, manages execution, and accesses results of simulators in a manner that does not require modification of the simulation programs themselves. The subprocess manager subsystem thus provides the potential for offline execution of simulators in a networked environment [29].
5 Results

MASTIF is a working system in use at MIT to facilitate process and device design and research. As a first generation attempt at a full process and device design system, it has shown that a highly interactive workstation for process and device design is a valuable tool. On the other hand, a number of drawbacks have been found in the system. It is the intent of this section to examine both the advantages and limitations of the current implementation of MASTIF. Furthermore, this section attempts to condense some of the experience gained in building a design environment for process and device design.

A model of process and device engineering has evolved from this work. The first part of this section will be devoted to this model, and will examine MASTIF in the light of the model. The benefits and disadvantages of the workstation approach used in MASTIF will next be summarized, and comments on the integration of design tools in MASTIF will close the section.

5.1 Model of Process and Device Engineering

An initial goal of MASTIF was that it be well suited to the actual engineering practice of the human designer. Two models of fabrication engineering have evolved during the course of MASTIF development.

The first model of engineering design is "incremental process development," where the engineer constructs an overall fabrication process primarily a single step at a time. A step, or short sequence of steps, is added to the process and the resulting structure is evaluated. Process parameters are modified in the most recently added steps first, in an attempt to meet informal intermediate goals. For example, the engineer may desire a very low resistance drain region. To achieve this, the engineer may establish a goal for a particular intermediate sheet resistance immediately following implantation and activation. The implantation parameters, then, are chosen through knowledgeable trial and error until this goal is approached. By limiting the range of parameter modification, and by allowing fairly loose goals, the incremental development may proceed comparatively rapidly. The result of this engineering effort is a "basic" or structural process. At this point, the second phases of process engineering usually begins.

Incremental development is useful in producing a new process from "scratch." Often, however, a basic process already exists. The task of design is then to modify
the process to satisfy the overall specifications of the process or device. At this stage of development, engineering tradeoffs in process parameter choices must be managed. The "long range" effects of parameter choice must be considered during what is termed here as the "global process development" phase. For instance, changing an implantation energy in an early process step may profoundly affect final profile and electrical characteristics. Both "global" and "incremental process development" consist primarily of modify simulate analyze loops. The differences are that the range of the loops is larger in global development, and that the loops are typically harder to manage. That is, numerous versions and sub versions tend to evolve, and it becomes a difficult task to keep track of what version is doing what.

An alternate phrasing of these two models is helpful. Incremental development can be thought of as the "structural design" of the device or profile. The basic topology of the fabricated structure is the principal goal. This topology is largely determined by the overall sequence of steps; the exact choice of process parameters is less critical at this stage of process development. The second engineering phase is then directed at "electrical or device design." Process parameters must be modified to achieve the performance goals of the resulting device. The modify simulate analyze loop broadens in scope, and in practice becomes a modify process simulate process simulate device analyze device loop, and can become very time consuming and difficult to manage. As the analysis of the process or the device becomes more thorough (incorporating process sensitivity or yield analyses, for instance), the "global" design task becomes ever more complex.

MASTIF is intended to provide aid in both phases of process and device design. First, MASTIF allows process simulation to be performed on single steps or on short sequences of steps in a highly interactive fashion. Secondly, MASTIF provides an immediate, interactive capability to examine and compare the results of process simulation at any point in the process. And thirdly, MASTIF provides version management capabilities in the Process Description and Process Simulation Windows. All three capabilities are important in an environment for structural process design. The engineer may add a process step, simulate it, examine the results with a Plot Window, and try another version of the step, all in a very interactive fashion.

As pointed out above, device design is an unwieldy task, and MASTIF has less completely developed tools for dealing with the difficulties. In addition to the three capabilities discussed above, MASTIF incorporates an interactive analysis tool.
in the MIDAS Window to aid in the examination of device simulation results. The interfaces between the engineer and the MINIMOS device simulator as well as between process and device simulators, however, are currently a weak point in the overall system. These interfaces do exist; one may create simulation structures for MINIMOS, though not interactively.

This implementation of MASTIF has attempted to bring together a set of functions to provide help in process and device design. These functions do provide a greatly enhanced environment; the real contribution, however, is that MASTIF provides a framework for the inclusion of additional tools as they are developed.

5.2 Workstation Approach

Given the growing numbers of CAD tools in all aspects of VLSI design, some work has been done elsewhere to provide an environment for the integration and use of these tools. In the simplest cases, these environments consist of assorted simulation programs which the user can run and chain together [30], [31]. On the other extreme, complete operating systems (or even company wide networks) are being developed to provide tools and protocols for the use and integration of CAD programs [32], [33].

The MASTIF project has attempted nothing on the scale of these projects. Instead a single workstation oriented system has been constructed. At the cost of being less complete, we have been able to integrate process and device tools very closely. A second benefit of the workstation approach has been the degree of human-computer interaction made possible. The use of color, quality graphics, and a consistent window oriented user interface are all possible in a workstation environment.

A workstation approach is not without a drawback: workstation hardware is expensive. In the typical university or industrial environment every designer may have a terminal, but the availability of color graphics workstations are more limited. Tying software to the workstation (as MASTIF does) requires that the engineer be using the workstation to run individual modules in the MASTIF system. It may be beneficial to have versions of the individual modules that can be executed from either a simple graphics terminal or from a conventional terminal.

The current experimental implementation has a number of additional limitations stemming primarily from its window system. The windowing performed in MASTIF lacks many of the features of full-blown window systems. The MASTIF user cannot edit text files directly using conventional text editors in a screen window. More
importantly, the user can not open an “interaction window” acting as a conventional terminal connection to the machine. While this implementation of MASTIF provides communicating windows for process and device design, the ability to interact with the underlying operating system in familiar ways is lacking.

5.3 Integration of Process and Device Tools

The primary goal of the MASTIF project has been to produce a working tool to aid in process and device design and research. The primary tasks involved in meeting this goal have been to integrate existing tools and to build additional tools. In the course of this project, one limitation has become painfully restrictive. There currently exists no uniform representation for either wafer profile (or structure) information, or device information. As a result, general purpose analysis tools have not been possible, and the interfaces between simulation programs themselves have been difficult. In order to provide additional tools beyond those in the current MASTIF system, a profile interchange format is a must.

Aside from providing individual tools for process and device design, MASTIF has been instrumental in identifying the capabilities required for a complete design environment. Design and implementation of additional tools to fulfill the needs for specification, synthesis, capture, verification, simulation, and analysis can begin in earnest. Even those limited tools currently incorporated in MASTIF allow the engineer to develop a fabrication process at a higher level of abstraction than before possible. Continued development of process and device CAD tools as outlined in Section 2 of this thesis will make effective and timely process design a reality.
6 Future Work

This implementation has been particularly useful in crystallizing thoughts on the functions needed for process and device design. While MASTIF certainly does not provide all of the functions described in section 2, we have made the substantial step of identifying, developing, and incorporating simple capture, verification, simulation, and analysis capabilities that go beyond a limited simulation environment. Specific areas for continued research are mentioned below.

6.1 Profile Interchange Format

The need for interchange formats between related CAD tools has been recognized [34], [35], and a number of interchange formats proposed for various purposes [36], [37], [38]. In process and device design, a need for a common interchange has likewise become painfully obvious; discussion of a "profile interchange format" has begun [39].

A major function of the MASTIF workstation is to provide uniform interfaces between users and various tools as well as between simulators and analysis tools. These interfaces would benefit tremendously from a standard interchange format. The MASTIF workstation has provided useful insight into additional demands on a standard profile interchange format. It is proposed that a powerful, uniform format or representation for profile and device information is critical in a complete design environment, and would fuel the development of functionality (as described in Section 2) that currently does not exist. For example, the segmentation of current simulation programs into separate simulation and analysis tools would be possible. A verification function for comparison of measured and simulated structures is second example.

Work is currently underway to develop a usable interchange format in both ASCII and binary forms [40]. A "general" postprocessing capability built on the format is under investigation, and a prototype is being built for general purpose textual and graphical analysis of information written in the format [26].

6.2 Process Description Language

A representation for the fabrication process is a strong requirement for a process and device design workstation. In this research, the representation has been constructed with a view toward specifying the process for simulation and analysis purposes.
A related issue, however, regards the complete capture of a fabrication process, encompassing not only simulation information, but also recipe instructions, and all other information needed to "completely" define a process [21]. It is expected that the simple process description currently in use will expand to include an interface to the MIT Computer-Aided-Fabrication (CAF) project; given a process description, it should be possible to generate a full recipe for use during fabrication.
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